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WOMAN OF DRUMMER CONTEST GOES VIRTUAL!
READ ALL ABOUT IT ON PAGE 3!!!

How can we possibly duplicate hotness,
shenanigans, play, and the contest? Pg 3

MEET HONEY, 2019
WOMAN OF DRUMMER
Find out some interesting tidbits about
our current titleholder, Salted Honey!
The complete interview by boi Nix can
be found on page 3.

GOING VIRTUAL: WOD
PANDEMIC RESPONSE
History, kinky games, discussions about play
but most importantly-Women of Drummer
checked on on one another. Pg 4

WINTER 2018-2019
REGIONAL WEEKENDS
Read about our face-to-face regional
weekends that occurred between
December, 2019 and March 2020. Pg 5

FEATURED BLOG:
A FIERY AWAKENING
I met Tammy on OK Cupid. She had
posted a photo of herself in an
incredibly sexy leather corset, elbowlength gloves, and a long leather skirt.
I was intrigued by her style. In our
messages back and forth over the next
few days, she told me that she
identified as a leatherwoman, and she
asked if I’d like to meet at a local bar
for a drink. We settled on the following
Friday at ten...
Want more? Go to our blog at
www.womenofdrummer.com

FEATURED ARTICLE:
TAP THAT ASS
Each quarter, we feature one article
that would be interesting to badass,
sexy, playful, and proudly perverted
Women of Drummer! Take a look at
this quarter's featured article about
tapping that ass! Page 6

ASK MAR, IF YOU DARE!
A tongue and cheek advice column from
our fabulous Mar! Sometimes biting,
sometimes nurturing.... Ask Mar, if you
dare! Send question to
womenofdrummer@gmail.com
Page 7
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2020 CONTEST
WEEKEND GOES ONLINE
Women of Drummer is excited to present to you a unique
format and fun contest weekend- VIRTUALLY! After taking a
poll of active Women of Drummer participants, we learned
that only approximately 25-50 folks would be comfortable
attending a face to face contest in the midst of this pandemic.
The WOD leadership team decided to move ahead with a
contest virtually for two reasons- to keep everyone safe and
to choose our next titleholder through a virtual format
because much of her title year will take place online.
We are excited to have many of you participate in the
weekend through presenting workshops, having vending
spaces, and engaging in hot play on a private queer-owned
platform! Our contest description can be found on page 4.

Meet Honey, 2019
Woman of Drummer
by boi Nix
boi Nix: Hi Salted Honey. It’s great to see you again. Could
you please introduce yourself for those who haven’t met you
yet?
Salted Honey: I’m Salted Honey Bootblack. I became a
bootblack around 2015 and found my leather journey through
that. I became a bootblack before I became Leather or before
I recognized I was Leather. I’m from the Midwest, from
Missouri where there aren’t a lot of Leather folks. Up until
last year I was the only Bootblack in this area. The only
Bootblack close to me was three hours away in Kansas City.
So, I had to do a lot of research on my own. I didn’t have
anyone who could mentor me or guide me and I had to dive
in and figure stuff out on my own. I became the leader of a
submissive group in my area in 2017 which is basically a
support system for submissives and all s-types in the area. I
ran for WOD and won in 2019. It’s been an incredible journey.
I’ve met some incredible Leather people and have had lifealtering experiences during this run.
boi Nix: That’s awesome. What attracted you to
Bootblacking and the Leather lifestyle?
Salted Honey: Well, my mother says it was probably my
grandfather channeling through me because he was in the
army and she remembers him having all six of his children
lineup on Sunday mornings to present their shiny shoes
because they all had to have shiny shoes for Sundays. If they
weren’t shiny, he broke out his polish and rags and would
touch up their shoes.
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I wasn’t there for any of that but I was in a
marriage to a Minister and every Saturday night I
would iron his shirt, lay out his suit and shine up
his shoes and I just happened to get good at
it. Then, I saw at our dungeon someone did an
erotic bootblacking scene and I thought ‘Oh my
God that’s hot! I didn’t even know you could mix
this with kink.’ I didn’t actually talk to the
Bootblack about it at all but started looking it up
and dove in. I tried to get as much technical
knowledge as I could and then started shining the
shoes of a Dominant I had at that time and when
we parted ways I started shining shoes for other
Dominants in the community just as a service
thing. I wanted something to do, I was a solo
submissive and didn’t have a Dominant to do this
service for and it all started from there.
Eventually, I became an unofficial Bootblack for a
leather family in Kansas City. I often visited 2-3
times a month to shine up everyone’s gear for
dungeon nights and competitions and it all
ballooned out from there. Then I started going to
conferences and really digging into the whole
scope of things.
boi Nix: Are you in any D/s relationships? Which
relationship dynamics do you enjoy the most?
Salted Honey: So, right now, I am in a Daddy/girl
relationship with Daddy Steph and I love him
dearly. I’m so happy that he’s here right now
visiting; it makes my heart full. I am a poly person
and that will always be an ebb and flow evolution
thing. I am also a little bit of a switch, and I see
myself into the future being a girl to Daddy but
also a Mom/Mommy to someone else or a Big to
someone’s little. I can see me taking that path
over time. For the most part I’ve always been in
D/s relationships although I consider myself a
slave at heart. Presently that’s something that I
am negotiating for a near future.
boi Nix: So, if you had a sexual/play “fuck-it” list,
what would be the top three things on that list?
Salted Honey: Oooh… These are getting more
difficult to think of because every time I make a
bucket list I go ahead and cross something off.
But I still wanna be taken out in the woods, tied
to a tree, and gang banged! That’s on my list. I
want to have a scene with skewers, because I
have a fear. I bet it would be amazing, I feel like I
can do it but I’m also frightened out of my mind
which makes me want to do it more.
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Going Virtual: WOD
Pandemic Response
by Toni Solenne
After weeks of lockdown preventing many of us from
meeting face-to-face, Women of Drummer has been
connecting Leatherwomen and our supporters with zoom
calls. For the first six weeks of lockdown, WOD regional
leaders stepped up and created a call every night of the
week. Soon, themes developed on different nights and
featured different experiences for our participants. Women
of Drummer virtual happenings were as diverse as the
Leather communities that we serve.

Above: Honey playing pictionary
Below: Sara engaging in whiskey and cigar night

Mid-Atlantic: Co-coordinators, Sidney and Fidget, led the
call with silliness with a diverse representation of the Leather
community.
Northeast: Co-coordinators, Jayeson and Jess, created a very large Toronto-based discussion group.
Southeast: 2018 Woman of Drummer, Voss, led a small intimate group discussing issues surrounding self-care
and the pandemic.
South Central: 2019 Woman of Drummer, Honey, invited a series of guests including Mama Vi and Judy
Tallwing onto the call to discuss their Leather lives.
North Central: Co-coordinators Boy Robi and Beth created an intimate group mostly of Minnesota and Ohio
Leatherwomen.
West Coast: Coordinator, Star, hosted parties and weekly check-ins for West Coast folks.Southwest: Our
newest coordinator, Shilo, invited folks into their home and shared recipes and self-care strategies.After the
first six weeks of lockdown, many other kink organizations started their own zoom calls and while we knew
our initial efforts were needed, we realized a new approach would better fit our organization.
In June, we moved to three nights a week and offer three separate programs. On Sunday nights, Star hosts a
game night. They created kinky Pictionary, Charades and Truth and Dare. On Tuesday night, the Northeast
group has continued to host large group discussions revolving around our interests in BDSM play. Tuesday
topics have included badass littles play, cigar play and power dynamics. The Tuesday night discussions have
been made accessible to the Deaf and Hard of Hearing community through MADIF (the Mid-Atlantic Deaf
Interpreter’s Fund), with a big thanks to M for their fundraising efforts to support this. On Friday nights,
Honey has expanded her interviewing format to include both well-known and no-so-well-known leather folks
who are part of the Women of Drummer movement. We continued this format through the month of July.
You can find the zoom links for our calls in the event sections of the FB events or write to us at
womenofdrummer@gmail.com. We are currently in the process of changing the Friday format to have our
interviews be streamed directly to Facebook Live. Honey will be highlighting a Woman of Drummer or one of
our supporters every week! If you are interested in being interviewed, please write to Honey at
HoneyWOD2019@gmail.com
We had no doubt that a pandemic would not stop the horny and kinky nation of perverts! Tinder has reported
swipes in the billions and pornography and sex toy companies have experienced a climax during this
international time out. Women of Drummer has similarly grown in popularity. We have developed a
community culture of fun, hotness, badassery, and real connections online. While we cannot wait to see
everyone face-to-face again, we are going to keep some of our new online initiatives so we may continue to
create a place for the Leather community to come together and connect virtually.
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Winter 2018-2019
Regional Weekends
by Toni Solenne

While Women of Drummer events are known to be
spontaneous and crop up organically throughout the
United States, Canada and Europe, we do create
scheduled three-day regional weekends for
Leatherwomen and our friends six times a year. Since
our Ramblewood Campground contest weekend last
September, we have hosted three in-person regional
events. Each weekend included a Friday night Meet and
Greet, Saturday afternoon Leatherwomen’s round
table, Saturday night women’s play party and a Sunday
farewell brunch. Let’s take a look at our pre-pandemic
gatherings:
WOMEN OF DRUMMER ROCKY MOUNTAIN
REGIONAL GATHERING
Twenty-five women hailing from Utah, Colorado,
Missouri and Pennsylvania took part in the Women of
Drummer Rocky Mountain Gathering in Salt Lake City.
Kylee, Rocky Mountain Women of Drummer
coordinator, did a fantastic job bringing together
Leatherwomen from multiple communities and
securing sponsorships. The Sun Trapp, a very popular
gay bar, set up a tent outside for our private party
within their crowded and hopping patio area. We were
greeted with smiling faces, a bootblack lounge and a big
sign by the bar created to welcome us! Our Saturday
activities were sponsored by both Pandora’s Box and
Black Garter. We were spoiled by both of these groups
with a delicious lunch and play party buffet. The lights
were dark, the play was hot, and badass memories were
made for a lifetime.

WOMEN OF DRUMMER NORTHEAST
REGIONAL GATHERING
Just when we thought that the little bit of snow at
the end of our Salt Lake City weekend was all we
might experience during our travels, Ontario
Canada blessed us with a mounting blizzard on
our Northeast Regional WOD weekend! This
storm limited the number of folks that could
attend; however, the weekend went forward and
tons of fun and shenanigans were had! The group
went dancing Friday night at the club, Lavish,
where they shared some playful fun, and the
Saturday afternoon roundtable was held at the
bookstore, Spot of Delight. Steph brought some
BIG Texas-sized toys from home; Honey brought
some moonshine pickles from Missouri, with a
brief stop in Uranus for some fudge, and the
group was set for some exciting times! The rest of
the Women of Drummer present watched their
snow-bound, kinky, reality show as the photos
flowed to the Women of Drummer facebook feed.
Thank you to the Northeast co-coordinators
Jayeson and Jess, for posting photos and giving us
a peek at some of the weekend hotness!
WOMEN OF DRUMMER NORTH CENTRAL
REGIONAL GATHERING
Just when we thought there could not be ANY
more snow left in the skies, our Minnesota-based
North Central Women of Drummer weekend
would prove us wrong! We were thrilled to
partner with the Twin Cities girls of Leather. A big
thank you to Evie representing the TCgoL and
Sigh, owner of the Blue House for hooking us up
with some great venues. We were welcomed by
Monica Malone, the current Ms. Minnesota
Leather and met many new friends. Boy Robi,
North Central co-coordinator, introduced us to
many new friends and as always, play,
shenanigans, and badassery ensued. This
weekend occurred just before both the United
States and Canada locked down due to the spread
of COVID-19.
THE BEAT GOES ON...
Our regional gatherings are now planned to be
virtual events and include the zoom platform. For
those that hear our drum, we are never far away.
You can find us online 24/7 and we welcome your
blogs, videos, facebook, and photos all year
round.
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Featured Article:

TAP THAT
ASS!
Photo and Article
Kristine Raye
Whatever you call it, The Booty, The Derriere, The Butt, The Badunkadonk, The Money Maker, The Gluteus
Maximus, just about everyone has one: it’s the ASS.
Asses come in all shapes and sizes from bubble butts to tiny hineys. Some love their asses; others don’t. Those (like
myself) who enjoy checking out a fine behind (like mine) may find themselves drooling as each cheek sways from
side to side. Let’s not forget the feeling you feel when you get to grope that delectable flesh or have your own
booty kneaded by a firm hand. I am getting turned on just thinking about it. So, let’s talk: ASS PLAY.
There is so much to explore and delight in when you let your imagination soar and allow your inhibitions fall away.
Just like different shapes of asses, there are many ways to play with them: kneading, biting, slapping, poking,
pinching, kicking, licking, fucking, eating, and so much more. When it comes to the yummy fleshy parts, I love
biting the ass. One-time, a partner and I made turtle-shaped bites all over my girlfriend’s tantalizing derriere.
Truly it was art if I do say so myself.
When looking at an ass, what draws your attention? Maybe it’s the crack. There is mystery that lays between
those cheeks. Slowly, draw open the cheeks, uncovering the asshole in all its glory. This sexy, sensitive area opens
the door to new types of play.
Here is where I leave the disclaimer that you have an agreement with the other person on how you want to handle ass
hygiene between each of you. Use your finger, an object, or your tongue on that rosebud to see how it reacts.
Generously use lube as you move on to entering booty’s glorious hole, feeling it suck you inside. Then, let the
games begin!
Outside of fucking the ass, there are many other ways to use an asshole. Objectification is one such way to use an
ass. Have your subject spread their ass cheeks wide and tell them to pump their asshole, solely for your
entertainment. One time, a submissive needed my attention while I needed to study. My solution was to take a
cylinder pencil holder, cover it with a condom and lube, and put it in her ass. She had her ass up, head down, and
became a pencil holder. She was in a state of bliss and head space and I got my work done. I’d say that’s a winwin!
It is an asshole and shit happens at times; farts are the butt’s way of airing out grievances. Roll with them as part of
building trust and acceptance. You may be shy or scared at first. Let your person know your fears; it will help make
your experience better. Start slow and build-up: ass play is not a sprint- it’s a marathon. It is supposed to be fun
and enjoyable. Don’t forget to laugh.
I leave you badass Women of Drummer with this diddly from The Wet Spot’s “Do you take it?”
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ASK MAR IF YOU DARE!
Women of Drummer Advice Column
Question- I'm so excited to find my first girlfriend! We
have been dating one month. I’m thinking about
showing my love for her by getting her name tattooed
on my ass? Any advice?
Mar: Love is fleeting and tattoos are forever. Think with
your head; not your heart. Unless, of course, you like the
pain of tattoo removal? Then, it’s a win-win scenario!
Question- Please settle this disagreement for my
partner and I, is eating raw cookie dough edge play?
What about raw brownie dough?

Mar: Any person leather-identified or leather-curious.
Well, no not every leather person, we really do not like
assholes.
Question- If you are given a task by your owner that
you don’t wish to do, how do you get out of it?
Mar: I know, I know I how to get out of it. But, sorry, I
can’t give that information away.
Question- I met my partner 6 months ago, and we
are in love but I just got some horrible vetting about
my partner, what do I do?

Mar: Seriously!? I don't have time for this....
Question- Who is welcome at the Women of Drummer
weekend?
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Mar: Depends on who told you and if you can believe
them. Lots of folks lie. Be careful who you listen to. Got
to say, I’m a stand by your woman kinda woman.

